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RIEMANN  SURFACES  IN  COMPLEX

PROJECTIVE  SPACES

BANG-YEN  CHEN  AND  GERALD  D.   LUDDEN

Abstract. The complex projective line and the complex quadric

are the only compact Riemann surfaces in the complex projective

plane with constant scalar normal curvature.

1. Introduction. Let Mn be an «-dimensional manifold immersed in

an («+/))-dimensional Riemannian manifold Rn+P. The scalar normal

curvature KN of Mn in R"+p is defined as the length of the curvature form

of the connection in the normal bundle (for the details; see §2). It seems

to the authors that the scalar normal curvature is important for the theory

of submanifolds of higher codimensions. In [1], [2], [4], Itoh and the

authors studied the scalar normal curvature for submanifolds of real

space forms. In the present paper, we shall study the scalar normal

curvature for submanifolds of a Kahler manifold. In particular, we have

Main Theorem. The complex projective line CP1 and the complex

quadric Q1 are the only compact Riemann surfaces in the complex projective

plane with constant scalar normal curvature.

2. Local formulas. In this section, we shall compute some elementary

formulas for later use and define the scalar normal curvature.

Let M be an «-dimensional manifold immersed in an («+/?)-dimensional

Riemannian manifold Nn+V. We choose a local field of orthonormal frames

eu ' ' ' ; en+v m Nn+P such that, restricted to M, the vectors elt • • • , en are

tangent to M (and, consequently, en+1, ■ • • , en+v are normal to TV7).

We shall make use of the following convention on the ranges of indices:

1 ̂ A,B, C, ••• £n + p;       1 ̂  i,j,k,- ■ ■ 5! n;

n + 1 < a, ß,y, • • • :§ n + p;

and we shall agree that repeated indices are summed over the respective

ranges. With respect to the frame field of Nn+P chosen above, let m1, ■ • ■ ,

a>n+p be the field of dual frames. Then the structure equations of Nn+P are
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given by

(2.1) dcoA = -2 a>£ A (oB, œi + œ% = 0,

d<4 = -2 ™í A oycB + 0|,       O^ = i 2 ^BC7>«C A 0)D,

(2-2-* fc-^     j. Jc-^1     — n

We restrict these forms to M. Then û)8=0. Since 0=rfa>"= — 2 cojAtw*, by

Cartan's lemma we may write

(2.3) »? - 2 *«»'.   *« = *«■

From these formulas, we obtain

(2.4) dm' = -2 »J A co3',       co* + ct>/ = 0,

(2.5) d»', = -2 < A w* + Q»„        QJ = 12 ^m4»* A «*'.

(2.6) R'ftI = Kjfci + 2 (*&&5i - KiKk),
a

(2.7) dtaj = -2 «a? A uij + Qj¡,        QJ = | 2 «?*iw* A a»',

(2.8) Rxm = K"m + 2(h^,-h^k)-
i

We call 2 hfjcoio),ea the second fundamental form of the immersed manifold

M. The mean curvature vector is given by (1/n) 2* (2< ^¿í)ea-

We denote by ÄT# the length of the curvature form of the normal

connection, i.e.,

(2.9) KN = ¿^ SßnSßii>       Sßa = Z, ("ik"jk ~ njkhik).

We call KN the scalar normal curvature of this immersion.

The forms (co') define a connection in the tangent bundle T= TiM) and

the (ft>$) define a connection in the normal bundle TJ- = T1iM). Conse-

quently, we have covariant differentiation which maps a section of

T1®^®- ■ -®T*, (71*; k times), into a section of TX®T*®- • -®T*®T*,

(F*; k+\ times). The second fundamental form hf, is a section of the

vector bundle TL®T*®T*.

We take exterior differentiation of (2.3) and define h\jk by

(2.10)    2 tfX = -*« - 2 W - 2 fe'X + 2 *?,«>;•
Then

(2.11) 2 (*» + Pn»)^ a co* = 0.
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We take exterior differentiation of (2.10) and define h%m by

(2.12) 2 <*f»1 = ¿Ka - 2 KfA - 2 *&P>) - I Kn< + 2 ti«fl>"fi-

The Laplacian A/r?3 of the second fundamental form A?, is defined by

(2.13) An?, = 2 Km-
k

By a straightforward, simple calculation we have [3]

Ah*j = 2_ Kkij + z, (~K-ijßhkk + 2Kßkihjk — K^h^ + 2K^kjhki)
k ß.k

,. 1 ,. i   ¿ (^ítí*"m3 T K-kjk"mi T 2/Vi;)j./tmS.)

(2-14) m fc

T Z \"mi"mi"kk    i    ¿"km"kihmj "kmhkmnii

ß.m.k

_ u" hß h"  - h" hßhß }

3. Proof of Main Theorem. Let CPm be the complex projective space

of complex dimension m=l+p/2 with the Fubini-Study metric. Let M

be a compact Riemann surface holomorphically immersed in CPm, and

J be the complex structure of CPm. Then M is a minimal submanifold in

CPm and the curvature tensor of CPm is given by

(3.1)     KBCD — W>AC°BD ~ °AD°BC + ¿AC^BD ~ JAD¿BC + ?-JabJCd)-

By a straightforward, simple calculation, formula (2.23) of [3] reduces to

2 KAK, = -2 C4"« - fÄX*X - Ä)

(3-2) -2*J**i*i**i« + *Z*&*w-

Similarly, formula (2.22) of [3] gives

IAKN = 2 (S¡mf + 2 2 S*ßij(h°klhßm - hßklh*kl)>+ 4 2 S"ßij{Ahl)hßjk

= z ißßuk)  + 2¿ Sßijviikihjki ~ "iki"m)

(3.3) + (3 - 2 KK^n + « 2 SfofcW!**Ä*l

— 4 Z ^/SiAZ, h"m"w"ik")k + Z, nmkniinminjk\-

For a matrix ^ = (ai3) we denote by TV(^) the square of the norm of A,

i.e.,

N(A) = trace A • *A = 2(%)2-

For each a, let 77a denote the symmetric matrix {h1¡) and set

(3.4) Sx = N(HX),       S = %SX.
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Then (3.1) reduces to

(3.5) 2 KAMi = -2 N{H,Ht - HßHx) - 2 S2X + fS.

From now on, we assume that the scalar normal curvature KN of M in

CPm is constant. We now consider the cases ^=0 and KNr¿Q separately.

Case KN9i0. We define a linear mapping cp from the normal space T¿-

at p into the space of all symmetric matrices of order 2 by

9?(2 "«0 = 2 V*H*-

Set Ov = cp~1i0). Then by the assumption KN^0 and 2 h"n=0, we see that

dim Op=2m—4. Let A¿ be the subspace of F¿- given by

(3.6) TL = N' fft O JV' _L 0

Then dim N'v=2 and this decomposition is well defined and smooth. In

the following, we always choose e%, e^eN'^. Then we have

(3.7) hi = 0   for y > 4.

Hence, (3.3) reduces to

iAKN = 2¿, iSßiJk)  + 4 2_, SUJihmhm — hiklhm)

(3.8) + (3 - S)KN - 2 trace iRH3 - H3R)2

- 2 trace (R//4 - HtR)2,

where Ä = (S4*,-i). We choose e,, e2 m the principal directions of e3 and

e2=Je1. Then we have

(3.9)   H,
a     0 "

.0    -a
#4 = û^O.^ + eVO,

0       2a e

-2ae     0 .
(3.10) R = iS3Uj) =

(3.11) S = 2a2 + 2d2 + 2e2,

(3.12) KN = 16a2e2 = constant > 0,

(3.13) trace iRH3 - H3R)2 = 32a4e2 = 2a2Kx,

(3.14) trace (i?7/4 - H^R)2 = 2(o'2 + e2)KN.

Hence, (3.8) reduces to

(3.15) IAKN = 4 2 SUhlih%i - h*klhsm) + 3(1 - S)KN + 2 (Sxßm)2-
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If m = 2, then from (3.12) and (3.15) we obtain

(3.16) KNil -S)= y 2 ia,tef = 0,
i

where a¡ denotes the covariant derivative of a. By Lemma 1 of [3], (3.5)

and (3.16) we obtain

2 h^AKj ^-S23-St + lS- 4S3S4

= 1(1 - S)S + |(S3 - S4)2

= 2(S3 - S4)2 = 0.

(3.17)

Hence we obtain

(3.18) JAS = 2 W + 2 KAK, = o.

By Hopfs lemma, we see that S is constant and

(3.19)

(3.20)

Formula (3.20) implies

(3.21) NiH3H, - H.H,)2 = 2N(Ha)N(HJ,

(3.22) S3 = S, = i

Therefore, by Lemma 1 of [3] we see that H3 and Há are scalar multiples of

Km = 0,

2 KAK = o.

A =
1        0"

0    -1.
B =

respectively. Hence, we may conclude that a"=0 and

(3.23) H,=
0

On the other hand, since e2=Je1, we can easily show that the second

fundamental form in the direction of Je3 is given by

Since htjk=0, we have

(3.24) dh'i} = 2 fc>* + 2 KM - 2 h'utf

Using (3.23) and (3.24) we can prove that

(3.25) a).. 2cti¡.

Therefore, we may conclude that M is a complex quadric in CP2
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Case KN=0.   This case is contained in the following:

Proposition. Let M be a complex submanifold of a Kahler manifold M

with complex structure J. Then the scalar normal curvature KN=0 at peM

if and only if the second fundamental form A=0 at p.

Proof. Let A be the second fundamental form in the direction e. Then

if 7^=0 atp, we have

N(AJA - JAA) = 0.
This implies that

(3.26) trace (AJA'(AJA)) = trace Ai = 0.

By (3.26) and A='A, we obtain A=0 atp. Consequently, A=0 atp. The

converse of this is trivial. This proves the proposition. Hence the Main

Theorem is proved completely.
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